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i am having troubles booting up my usb stick, specifically i get a spinning beach ball of death during
bootup. here is the message i get from the boot up page:http://pastebin.com/1g1etz3f i am running
ubuntu 15.10 and have tried to boot up with the usb stick in both first and third ports and also tried
booting on different usb ports. hi, i have a problem that i just cant find the solution to. my laptop is

always connected to the wi-fi. i have an antivirus program enabled. what happens is that even when
i am not on the browser (like preparing a report in excel), even then my antivirus shows messages
like we have blocked this website for your safety. and the trend is that most of those sites blocked

are wordpress blogs that are probably spam. just today, those sites turned into pornographic
sites(and i might add ashamedly that the sites it tried accessing corresponding to my interests in

that dirty field). it seems like my system is trying to access these sites in the background while also
getting information and usage patterns on me and the antivirus is constantly blocking it. hi, hello
friends, every time i have to do system restore and so on. i use mcafee antivirus software. i was

happily surfing the internet, clicked some links and few of them were viruses. anyway, tried to scan
the link but i get an error message that says: 'invalid index to collection or count' then, i tried with
mcafee and scanned and the anti-virus found nothing. there might be some residue but could not

detect it. so, do i need to reinstall the os again? or is there a better antivirus that can help me catch
this kind of viruses? and i am pretty sure i did not install any viruses. in short, can anyone help me

out? thank you.
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